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MASTER PROGRAMME

Compulsory (20 ECTS)
  Microeconomics
  Macroeconomics
  Econometrics
  Quantitative Methods
    (Mathematics and Statistics)

Choose 5 (25 ECTS)
  International Trade
  Transport Economics
  Industrial Economics
  Applied Industrial Economics
  Monetary and Financial Integration
  International Macroeconomics
  Game Theory and Economics of Information
  Macroeconometrics
  Microeconometrics

Master Dissertation (15 ECTS)

PROFESSIONAL PROSPECTS

International organizations
  (OECD, IMF, ILO, etc.).
Political institutions (Ministries, Central Banks,
  European Commission, etc.).
Financial institutions, large firms, research
departments, consulting firms, and universities.
Candidates pursuing postgraduate education
  in our PhD Programme or other prestigious
doctoral programs in Spain and abroad.

PhD PROGRAMME LINKED
TO THIS MASTER

Doctoral Programme in Industrial Economics.

WHO CAN APPLY

Degree in Economics, ADE, GIB, or similar
  (related to the fields of
Economics and Business).
Degree in other technical or
quantitative studies such as
Engineering, Mathematics, Physics,...